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CompTIA Network+ N10-005 Authorized Cert GuideQue, 2011

	Learn, prepare, and practice for exam success

	
		Master Network+ exam topics
	
		Assess your knowledge with chapter-ending quizzes
	
		Review key concepts with exam preparation tasks
	
		Practice with realistic exam questions on the DVD
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The Business and Culture of Digital Games: Gamework and GameplaySage Publications, 2006
"Fusing digital technologies and cultural creativity, exploiting global networks of production and distribution with little regulation and embodying the liberal ideas of individual choice and agency, digital games seem to epitomize global post-industrial neo-liberal cultural products. Kerr finds reality a bit more complex. For all their...
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Moderating Usability Tests: Principles and Practices for Interacting (Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
Many aspects of usability testing have been thoroughly studied and documented. This isnt true, however, of the details of interacting with the test participants who provide the critical usability data. This omission has meant that there have been no training materials and no principles from which new moderators can learn how to interact.
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From Java to Ruby: Things Every Manager Should KnowPragmatic Bookshelf, 2006
As I drove across the central Texas landscape, my excitement and anxiety were both building. I was driving to a new client that would change everything for me. This short trip would take me an hour south to a small college town, but symbolically I was beginning a much longer journey. I was going from Java to Ruby.

The past year, I had...
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Learn Python the Hard Way: A Very Simple Introduction to the Terrifyingly Beautiful World of Computers and CodeAddison Wesley, 2013

	You Will Learn Python!


	 


	Zed Shaw has perfected the world's best system for learning Python. Follow it and you will succeed-just like the hundreds of thousands of beginners Zed has taught to date! You bring the discipline,...
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The Dream Team Nightmare: Boost Team Productivity Using Agile TechniquesPragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	This first-ever interactive Agile Adventure is the gripping tale of an experienced team struggling with agile adoption. In this unique mashup of a business novel written in the gamebook format, you'll overcome common yet daunting challenges that come from using agile methods. As Jim, the agile coach, you'll learn to apply a range of...
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Experiment-Driven Product Development: How to Use a Data-Informed Approach to Learn, Iterate, and Succeed FasterApress, 2019

	
		Improving your craft is a key skill for product and user experience professionals working in the digital era. There are many established methods of product development to inspire and focus teams—Sprint, Lean, Agile, Kanban—all of which focus on solutions to customer and business problems. Enter XDPD, or Experiment-Driven...
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The Business and Culture of Digital Games: Gamework and GameplaySage Publications, 2006
"Fusing digital technologies and cultural creativity, exploiting global networks of production and distribution with little regulation and embodying the liberal ideas of individual choice and agency, digital games seem to epitomize global post-industrial neo-liberal cultural products. Kerr finds reality a bit more complex. For all their...
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Software in 30 Days: How Agile Managers Beat the Odds, Delight Their Customers, And Leave Competitors In the DustJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A radical approach to getting IT projects done faster and cheaper than anyone thinks possible


	Software in 30 Days summarizes the Agile and Scrum software development method, which allows creation of game-changing software, in just 30 days. Projects that use it are three times more successful than those that don't....
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Managing Electronic Media: Making, Marketing, and Moving Digital ContentFocal Press, 2010

	Managing Electronic Media recognizes the changes in technology in the global marketplace and the impact these innovations have on media organizations and their integral business practices. It goes beyond the typical media management book by covering media enterprises as large scale businesses that must operate in a...
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Programming Scala: Tackle Multi-Core Complexity on the Java Virtual Machine (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2009
The increasing popularity and availability of multicore processors is creating a whole new set of challenges--although you can enjoy true concurrency, you're now faced with higher contention and synchronization issues. Deploying an existing application on a multicore processor may bring out previously hidden concurrency issues. Java's...
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Semantic Web Technologies and E-Business: Toward the Integrated Virtual Organization and Business Process AutomationIGI Global, 2007
The Semantic Web vision of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is comprised of four primary components: (1) expressing meaning, (2) knowledge representation, (3) ontology, and (4) agents. Expression of meaning is fundamental to the construction of the new “intelligent” Web. The current Web lacks mechanisms for expressing meaning and is...
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